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Acousto-optic (AO) imaging is an in-depth optical imaging technique of highly scattering media. One challenging
end-application for this technique is to perform imaging of living biological tissues. Indeed, because it relies on
coherent illumination, AO imaging is sensitive to speckle decorrelation occurring on the millisecond time scale.
Camera-based detections are well suited for in vivo imaging provided their integration time is lower than those
decorrelation time scales. We present Fourier transform acousto-optic imaging combined with off-axis hologra-
phy, which relies on plane waves and long-duration pulses. We demonstrate, for the first time to the best of our
knowledge, a two-dimensional imaging system fully compatible with in vivo imaging prerequisites. The method
is validated experimentally by performing in-depth imaging inside a multiple scattering sample. © 2021 Optical

Society of America

https://doi.org/10.1364/AO.427181

1. INTRODUCTION

Imaging biological tissues at large depths is a challenge inherent
to multiple medical applications such as early tumor detection.
Indeed, after a few millimeters of propagation, predominance of
the multiple scattering regime is detrimental to optical imaging
relying on ballistic light in the visible to near-infrared range
[1]. Optical coherence tomography [2,3] is, for instance, lim-
ited to about 100 µm in depth, even when standard wavefront
correction [4] is used to compensate for strong aberrations. As
a way around, diffuse optical tomography [5] has emerged to
infer millimeter-to-centimeter depth optical properties of the
medium, based on prior knowledge about scattering properties
of the medium [6,7].

In this context, photoacoustic imaging (PAI) [8–12] and
acousto-optic imaging (AOI) [13,14] have drawn increasing
interest over the past decades. They both provide a direct map-
ping of optical absorption properties of scattering tissues. In
PAI, an intense Q-switched nanosecond laser beam is used to
heat optical absorbers inside the medium. As they undergo
thermal relaxation, those absorbers emit ultrasound (US) waves
in the megahertz range, which are detected to reconstruct an
optically contrasted image. In AOI, the medium is illuminated
with a laser of high temporal coherence, while insonified with
an auxiliary US pulse in the megahertz range. As a result of the
AO effect [15], the spectrum of light propagating through the
insonified region shows two sidebands, which are both shifted
from the optical carrier by the US frequency. Those so-called
tagged photons, which leave the medium, are then selectively

detected. Due to the local character of the tagging, the absorp-
tion properties of the medium can be monitored during US
ballistic propagation. Up until now, the development of PAI has
been faster than that of AOI, as it relies on incoherent illumi-
nation. In fact, for clinical applications, coherent illumination
is challenging because of the speckle decorrelation caused by
Brownian motion of scatterers, blood circulation, and breath-
ing. This decorrelation occurs on time scales in the order or
below the millisecond range [16–19]. In the case of AOI, this
sensitivity is highly dependent on the technique used to detect
the tagged photons. In addition, because only a few percent of
the light is tagged by the US, weak signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
is another major challenge to address before considering in vivo
applications.

The most basic scheme to perform AOI is to use temporally
pulsed spatially focused US for insonification. Using a detection
fast enough to follow US pulse propagation, a direct space-to-
time mapping allows to reconstruct an in-depth image. Fast
detection is, for instance, performed using photorefractive
holography [20] or spectral hole burning [14,21], both rely-
ing on a high-sampling-rate photodiode. Robustness against
speckle decorrelation makes spectral hole burning promising,
but these systems require cryogenic equipment and are not
tunable in wavelength.

Camera-based detection [22] of tagged light is an alterna-
tive to those detections, provided the camera integration time
remains lower than that of speckle decorrelation. In the particu-
lar case of off-axis holography [23], the US frequency-shifted
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light interferes on the camera with a reference beam of the
same frequency. This gives rise to spatial fringes on the detector
with a spacing dependent upon the off-axis angle between the
two beams. By digitally processing this signal [24,25], we can
retrieve the total number of tagged photons recorded during
the camera exposure. Since the camera frames rate (<kilohertz)
is orders of magnitude lower than the sampling rate of a fast
photodiode (megahertz), it is no longer possible to resolve
the propagation of the US pulse, which typically progresses at
1.5 mm µs−1. Furthermore, to maximize the number of tagged
photons recorded during one camera exposure, temporally long
unfocused US pulses appear a natural choice because they maxi-
mize the insonification volume within the sample. The problem
arising with such US wave is a complete loss in spatial resolution,
since tagged photons now come from the entire insonification
plane.

The problem of recovering spatial resolution using plane
and/or continuous wave has been extensively reported in the
literature [26,27]. In the temporal (i.e., axial) direction, one
solution is to increase the spectral bandwidth of the tagging US,
and thereby, that of tagged light. This is achieved, for instance,
by imposing a frequency chirp [28], or random phase jumps
[29] on the US carrier frequency. Imposing the same phase
modulation on the reference beam when performing off-axis
holography, interferences on the camera only build up when
the relative delay between the two beams does not exceed the
temporal coherence of these modulations. As a result, the tagged
photons seem to be emanating from a confined volume along
the US propagation axis, yielding a recovery of axial resolution.
The volume of tagged light, however, reduces as we increase the
spectral bandwidth, which ultimately also degrades the SNR.

To maximize the tagging volume and maintain spatial res-
olution, Fourier transform acousto-optic imaging (FT-AOI)
was first introduced using spatially focused US [30,31]. There,
a long US pulse is periodically modulated either in amplitude
or phase. When the same modulation is reproduced on the
reference arm, tagged photons appear as if generated by sev-
eral static points periodically distributed along the direction
of propagation. Consequently, one acquisition gives access to
one component of the image Fourier transform. In a recent
article [32], we have shown that by using a transducer array,
the same idea could be extended to fetch the two-dimensional
Fourier components of the image. However, this work relied on
photorefractive-based holographic detection, and therefore is
sensitive to speckle decorrelation. In this paper, we present, for
the first time to our knowledge, FT-AOI combined with off-axis
heterodyne holographic detection.

2. THEORY

The theoretical framework of the method is described in [30].
The present section focuses on true implementation of the
method using a transducer array [32]. In FT-AOI, the pressure
field is periodically structured along the x and z axis, corre-
sponding, respectively, to the direction along the transducer
array and the direction of acoustic propagation. Reconstructing
an image requires performing multiple acquisitions so as to fetch
all of its Fourier components. For each acquisition, the structur-
ing frequencies νx along the x axis is an increasing harmonic of

fundamental frequencies ν0
x = L−1, where L is the width of the

US probe, such that νx =mν0
x with m integer. The modulation

along z is done by imposing a periodic temporal emission on
each transducer with a relative phase imposed by the periodicity
set along x . At any given time during propagation, the field
thereby appears spatially modulated along z at a frequency
νz = nν0

z , where n is an integer corresponding to the harmonic
order and ν0

z is the fundamental modulation frequency. By
definition, we have that ν0

z = (c sT0)
−1 with T0 the user-defined

fundamental temporal period and c s the sound velocity inside
the medium. In addition, by controlling the emission time on all
transducers simultaneously, we can vary the relative phase φ of
the structuring pattern. We note P φ

m,n(x , t) as the pressure field
emitted by the transducer array for the (m, n)-harmonic pattern
and a phaseφ at z= 0 and for 0≤ x ≤ L ,

P φ
m,n(x , t)= P0hφm,n(t, x ) cosωust, (1)

where hφm,n stands for the adimensional amplitude of the
modulation and P0 for the nominal pressure. At each position
x , hφm,n(•, x ) is a T0/n-periodic function. On one period, it
equals to 1 when 0≤ t < T0/2n and 0 otherwise, such that
(hφm,n)2 = hφm,n . By construction, we also impose that function
hφm,n(t, •) be L/m periodic along x . This function is repre-
sented in Fig. 1 for different values of n, m, andφ. By neglecting
diffraction effects upon propagation, the pressure field at time t
following the emission writes

P φ
m,n(x , z, t)≡ Aφm,n(x , z, t) cos

[
ωus(t − c−1

s z)
]
, (2)

Aφm,n(x , z, t)= P0hφm,n(t − c−1
s z, x ), (3)

with ωus the US carrier pulsation and P0 the nominal pressure.
As US propagates, some photons are frequency-shifted from the
incident optical carrier ωL at ωL ±ωus with a phase and ampli-
tude inherited from Aφm,n . In the holographic digital detection
scheme, the collected field E interferes with a reference field
E ref n centered at ωL +ωus. The resulting image I φm,n(η, ξ)
obtained over an integration time τe writes

I φm,n(η, ξ)= ε0

∫
τe

dt|E ref n(η, ξ, t)+ E (η, ξ, t)|2, (4)

where (η, ξ) are the pixel coordinates on the camera sensor.
By imposing that E ref n also be T0/n periodic in amplitude,
constructive interference over the integration time τe will only
build up for tagged light coming from specific locations in the
interaction plane. These locations are defined by our so-called
“tagging function.” The temporal expression of the reference
field incident on the camera writes

E ref n(η, ξ, t)= E0 sin2

(
π

n
T0

t
)

e−i ωL+ωus
c (αηη+αξ ξ)e i(ωL+ωus)t ,

(5)
where c is the velocity of light, E0 is the field amplitude, and αη
andαξ the off-axis angles.

Following the basic principle of off-axis holography, the
recorded image is numerically filtered in the Fourier domain so
as to only keep the tilted component. This operation leads to the
following hologram resulting from the interferences between
the scattered light and the reference beam:
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Fig. 1. Examples of the amplitude of modulation hφm,n .

Hφ
m,n(η, ξ)= ε0e i

ωL+ωus
c (αηη+αξ ξ)

∫
τe

dt E ∗0 E (η, ξ, t)

× sin2

(
2π

n
T0

t
)

e−i(ωL+ωus)t . (6)

The averaged square modulus of this hologram on all of the
pixels, s φm,n ≡ 〈|H

φ
m,n|

2
〉, is proportional to the average intensity

of the tagged photons selectively detected in the US interaction
plane [30]. We write it in the following form:

s φm,n ∝
∫

x ,z
dxdzI (x , z)

[
Mφ

m,n(x , z)
]2
, (7)

where I (x , z) is the image we wish to reconstruct, which
depends on the local average intensity of the diffuse light, on the
tagging efficiency, and on the propagation from the medium
to the camera [30]. Mφ

m,n(x , z) is the tagging function that
ensures spatial selectivity. As illustrated in Fig. 2, the acoustic
field modulation pattern has an arrival phase that varies along
x and z. As a result, tagged photons will only be fully corre-
lated with the reference wave at specific positions (x , z). The
expression of tagged photons is easily derived from Eq. (2),
such that the tagging function becomes the following cross
correlation [30]:

Mφ
m,n(x , z)=

P0

τe

∫
τe

dt sin2

(
2π

n
T0

t
)

hφm,n(t − c−1
s z, x )

=
P0

2

[
1+

1

π
cos
(
2πmν0

x x + 2πnν0
z z+ φ

)]
.

(8)

Detailed derivation of Eq. (8) is performed in Supplement 1.
This expression shows that the sinusoidal modulation applied
on the reference beam leads to periodically distributed tagged
photons both in the x and z axis. By combining measure-
ments obtained using four different phase shifts, namely,
φ ∈ {0, π/2, π, 3π/2}, we access the complex Fourier
components Ĩ of the acousto-optic image,

s 3π/2
m,n − s π/2m,n + i

(
s πm,n − s 0

m,n

)
∝ Ĩ

(
mν0

x , nν0
z

)
. (9)

Image I (x , z) is thus simply reconstructed by performing an
inverse Fourier transform (iFT) of Ĩ . In our model, we, however,
recall that diffraction is neglected (Eqs. 2 and 8), a hypothesis
that might not always verify experimentally. Thus, to inves-
tigate the potential effect of diffraction, we have performed a
simulation of the actual pressure emitted by the probe we used
in our later described experiment. Simulations were performed
using Field II open-source software as already described in [33].

Fig. 2. Principle of the method. The two-dimensional probe sends
a temporally modulated acoustic beam (top caption) specified by hφm,n .
The acoustic field that propagates inside the scattering medium is rep-
resented at two different arbitrary positions inside the sample. The tag-
ging function will result in the cross correlation of this local field with
the reference wave (lower caption).

Fig. 3. Simulated tagging functions for (a) m = 3, (b) 5, and (c) 6;
n = 8 on a 20≤ z≤ 50 and−15≤ x ≤ 15 simulation grid.

A simulation grid is placed in the US plane, 35 mm below the
probe emission surface with −15≤ x ≤ 15 and 20≤ z≤ 50.
On each point of a simulation grid, we have calculated the tag-
ging function using the simulated pressure and the expression of
our theoretical optical reference field. As a result, we conclude
that diffraction effects can indeed be neglected for all n (tested
up to 20). As the m value increases, however, second-harmonic
artifacts start to appear in the tagging function, together with
π -phase shifts of the sin wave. This effect is to be expected as
a result of the Talbot near-field diffraction effect and will be
fully explained in future work. An example of resulting Mφ

m,n

functions are shown in Fig. 3 for m = 3, 5, 6, and n = 8. In our
simulated experimental conditions, diffraction artifacts start
to appear typically for |m| ≥ 6, with a noticeable phase shift at
∼38 mm. For this reason, we constrained our experiment to
|m|< 6 so as to remain with the scope of validity of our model.

3. EXPERIMENT

The sample is an hydrogel mimicking both the optical and
mechanical properties of soft biological tissues [34]. The
dimensions of the hydrogel along the x , y , and z axes are, respec-
tively, 5× 1× 5 cm3. The 50 kPa Young modulus is set by

https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.14980821
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Fig. 4. Photograph of the two ink inclusions taken above the gel
cast. The two inclusions stand at 35 mm from the top surface of the gel.
This distance corresponds to the elevation focus of the probe.

the 2% concentration of agar [35], whereas the concentration
of Intralipid 10% is adjusted to obtain a reduced scattering
coefficient µ′s = 1 cm−1 (transport mean free path l∗ = 1 cm)
[36]. Two ink inclusions are inserted at a 5 mm depth. The
dimensions of their cylindrical shapes are 4 mm in height
and 2 mm in diameter. Their centers are separated by 4 mm.
A photograph showing the two inclusions taken during the
molding is shown in Fig. 4. The sample is illuminated with a
single-longitudinal mode laser centered at 780 nm. After the
tapered amplifier (MOPA, Sacher Lasertchnik GmBH), the
incident power is about 370 mW for a beam diameter of 13 mm.
A transmitted photons flux of 3.6µW is collected by the CMOS
camera (Ximea xiB-64) located 34 cm behind the sample output
surface. This distance corresponds to a trade-off between proper
sampling of the interference fringes and a maximization of
the optical collection. A scheme of the experimental setup is
presented in Fig. 5.

The structured US plane waves are emitted with a 192-
element linear transducer array (Aixplorer SL10-2 US probe,
SuperSonic Imagine, Aix-en-Provence, France) with a fixed
focal elevation of 35 mm. The excitation voltage of the trans-
ducer is set to 15 V such that the nominal pressure of the US
wave was measured to be P0 ≈ 300 kPa. Such a pressure corre-
sponds to a US peak intensity of ≈ 3 W cm−2. Accounting for
the acquisition repetition rate, the average acoustic inten-
sity is ≈ 150 mW cm−2, far below biomedical norms of
720 mW cm−2 [37]. We set the fundamental temporal win-
dow of our periodic pattern to T0 = 20 µs. The pattern is then
repeated 5 times so as to match the exposure time of the camera
τe = 100 µs. The camera is triggered at a 300 Hz repetition rate,
and each component (given n, m, φ value) is measured with a
single-shot image. Here, we only use a 1024× 1024 pixel area
of the 16 Mpixel chip, to prevent frame dropping, which occurs
when our frame grabber gets filled up. In fact, our image process-
ing performed using LabVIEW software runs on a multicore
CPU unit but remains too slow to prevent this buffer saturation
at full chip capacity. A full frame acquisition would improve
the SNR as the sensor surface is increased but would require a
graphics processing unit (GPU) for the reconstruction process.
The total acquisition time to image a complete field of view of
30× 30 mm2 is 1.5 s.

Fig. 5. Experimental setup. Light emitted by a laser diode at
780 nm is split between the probe beam and the reference arm with a
half-wave plate (HWP) followed by a polarizing beam-splitter (PBS).
Both arms are then modulated in frequency by two acousto-optic
modulators (AOM#) around 80 MHz with a relative difference of
3 MHz, corresponding to the carrier frequency of the acoustic waves
emitted by the transducer array (SL10-2–Aixplorer SL10-2 US probe,
SuperSonic Imagine, Aix-en-Provence, France) through the scattering
hydrogel. Lenses (L#) and irises (I#) widen and filter the beams before
they meet the camera (Ximea) sensor.

We image the two ink inclusions hidden within hydrogels of
two different reduced scattering coefficients, 1 and 10 cm−1.
The image corresponding to theµ′s = 1 cm−1 hydrogel featured
in Fig. 6 shows two dark spots in the halo of the tagged beam.
with a diameter of 2 mm, and separated by 4 mm, as expected.
This image was reconstructed from the 110 complex Fourier
components, m ∈ [[−5, 5]], n ∈ [[1, 10]], which modulus is
shown in Fig. 6(c). The resolution of FT-AOI is given by the
spatial period of the higher harmonics used in the structur-
ing pattern hm,n , with the wavelength of the US carrier as the
ultimate limit. As the maximum values for m and n are, respec-
tively, m = 5 and n = 10, the resolutions along x and z are,
respectively, (mν0

x )
−1
= 7.7 mm and (nν0

z )
−1
= 3 mm, which

discriminates our two inclusions.
To outline the time-efficiency of FT-AOI, we draw a compari-

son with AO imaging in real space as, for instance, performed
using spatially focused US with random phase jumps modu-
lation [22,29]. In this respect, let us assume such an image
be sampled every ∼2 mm over a 30× 30 mm2 field of view.
This corresponds to 15× 15= 225 points to acquire. For
each sampled point, the AO detected signal in experimental
conditions similar to the present work is nearly 1 to 2 orders
of magnitude lower [22] than for FT-AOI. In fact, because the
tagging volume is reduced to a few cubic millimeters, it requires
a proportional increase in the number of averaging. As a result,
the acquisition time for an image acquired in real space is on the
order of a minute. In FT-AOI, where acquisition is performed
in reciprocal space, the tagging volume is significantly increased
such that averaging is no longer required. As a result, the method
is typically 1 order of magnitude more time-efficient.

For the stronger diffusive hydrogel µs = 10 cm−1, the trans-
mitted intensity through the sample is 6 times weaker than in
previous case. This decreases the SNR to≈ 1.6. Fourier compo-
nents are here again fetched without averaging, and the modulus
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Fig. 6. FT-AOI of two ink inclusions buried within a 1-cm-thick scattering hydrogel with a reduced scattering coefficient of 1 cm−1. (a) The image
is obtained by gathering the 110 experimentally measured Fourier components for−5≤m ≤ 5 and 1≤ n ≤ 10. (b) The profile is drawn following
the blue line on the acousto-optic image crossing the two dark spots. (c) Modulus of the four-phase acquired Fourier components.

Fig. 7. FT-AO images of two ink inclusions embedded in 1-cm-thick scattering hydrogel with a reduced scattering coefficient of 10 cm−1. (a) The
image is obtained by gathering the 110 experimentally measured Fourier components for −5≤m ≤ 5 and 1≤ n ≤ 10. (b) The profile is drawn
following the blue line on the acousto-optic image crossing the two dark spots. (c) Modulus of the four-phase acquired Fourier components.

of the noisy Fourier components is shown in Fig. 7(c). The two
inclusions are still discriminated. The noise, however, affects
the image reconstruction, as we see in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b). We
observe a phase offset between high- and low-frequency com-
ponents such that several inclusions of different sizes seem to
appear, which shows the limitation of the method at low SNR.
We nevertheless emphasize that this result is obtained without
averaging, thereby demonstrating the robustness of our imaging
strategy.

4. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have shown that the FT-AOI combined with
an off-axis detection can achieve averaging-free imaging over a
3× 3 cm2 field of view with millimeter resolution. This camera-
based detection integrates the energy of multiple speckle grains
impinging on the detector. A reference beam is used to extract
and demodulate the tagged signal, and as a result of autocorrela-
tion, only photons allowed by the tagging function are detected.
This allows one to perform imaging in the Fourier domain of
the object while still tagging a large volume inside the sample.
The camera integration time is kept below a millisecond so as to
be insensitive to speckle decorrelation. In addition, the overall
acquisition time of an image was 1.5 s, making this method
adapted for in vivo monitoring.

This short acquisition time is only possible because of the
large volume of tagged photon inherent to the method, even
with limited effective collection on the camera and low pressure
peak powers. We plan to further increase the image SNR by
using the full camera chip along with GPU stream analysis.

In this article, image reconstruction was performed using a
straightforward two-dimensional iFT. In the future, we plan
to investigate other reconstruction strategies, in particular one
that can account for diffraction effects visible on the tagging
function. This can be done, for instance, by measuring an
acousto-optic tagging matrix, thereby opening the way to a wide
variety of tagging strategies for optimal imaging.
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